Clapham Manor’s Mission Statement is:

**Growing Brighter Futures**

During 2013, 2014 and 2015 we sought the opinions of every group in our School community to reshape our vision and goals to inform our work over the next five years from 2016 to 2021, which is encompassed in ‘Growing Brighter Futures’.

Renuka Chinnadurai
Head Teacher

---

**Our Vision**

By creating engaging, relevant and plentiful opportunities to learn, our children will maximise their achievement while developing their individuality, sense of belonging, independence and confidence.

---

**What Matters to Us**

Creating opportunities for children to continue to develop curious, enquiring minds to support their academic achievement.

Stimulating children’s imagination and creativity in all parts of the curriculum.

---

**Five Things We Will Do**

1. Ensure our children are experts in literacy, numeracy, problem solving and adapting to change so they are successful no matter what the future brings.

2. Embed the Natural Thinkers programme so that all children grow up having experienced learning in the natural environment and have a keen understanding about nature.

3. Provide more opportunities for children to be users and creators of technology by using technology across their learning and developing skills like programming.

4. Give time for the learning of a foreign language with specialist teaching to help them take their place in Great Britain and the World.

5. Enhance the learning of Personal, Social, Health and Citizenship matters, to equip them for the future. Including using the Food Lab with a trained Chef.